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The Committee speaks to us.  

 

"Thus has begun the eighth of twelve cycles of the time organization system humans prefer, and 

of current, now unfolding events we wish to speak. 

 

Dominating news around the world is the occurrence of something which has happened many 

times already on Earth but few times having developed this way, this way meaning its spread 

across Earth.  

 

Foreseen was this viral event, as it was foreseen and planned also one hundred years ago, 

however the greater effect upon mankind is not material but for the reaction to it and to this 

aspect we speak.  

 

Less than one percent of the human population passes away or dies each year, and more are born; 

the population increasing always. This is slowing and will reverse however the evidence and 

proof human skeptics always insist be provided will not be available until the process and begun, 

and then what purpose will the evidence provide? Opportunity to gloat, and our congratulations 

to the gloaters we do wish, for they will have what they seek. Overall, what benefit this can give, 

each of you will decide if you choose to give attention to it. 

 

The deaths of human bodies caused by the latest virus will come to less than 1½ percent of all 

deaths for any reason. More than 98 percent of human deaths will not be caused by this. Fear of 

your own death ignores statistics, obviously. We are not speaking to what you the individual 

feels, likes or fears. 

 

One hundred human Earth years ago the numbers and percentages were far higher, both. 

Mankind survived and thrived and a great benefit was derived, a war ended because of the 

Spanish influenza as it was named. Americans, the USA humans, achieved several things some 

considered initially positive then otherwise, resulting partially and almost totally from it. Women 

achieved the ability to vote in elections in a soon to be completed, national way, commercial 

production and sale of ethyl alcohol beverages was prohibited because of enhanced female 

political clout and influence. 

 

One human century on from this, what do those events mean now? Little will change among 

humans when less than one twentieth the numbers die from the current epidemic or pandemic, 

the word choice, pan- or epi- depending on region or scope or area examined. The percentages of 

humans dying will also be much less than ten decades ago, yet the effects have been profound 

and dramatic economically. 

    

These effects highlight one thing we have discussed many a time, human economics are but 

human behavior, human choices based on human wants and desires. Humans like more money 

coming to them, less going away for the things purchased however this common sentiment 



ensures that waves of changes to both will always occur. To want more in and less out ensures 

each of you will always chase but never attain the ideal proportion envisioned.  

 

You humans are manipulating yourselves at the moment, and a small, very small group among 

you are doing it to gain increased control, using their pawns with the lure of more economic 

gain. The goal of the small controlling group is not money or purchasing power; they possess so 

much that it has lost meaning unto itself. They have become addicted to the narcotic effects of 

power. Humans lust after this more than drugs or sexual intimacy and become far more 

controlled by it.  

 

We suggest compassion you hold for these significant players on Earth's human stage; for they 

are truly enslaved to their superficial preferences in a way they likely cannot escape without 

severe personal restriction, limitations most humans would call kidnapping or abduction. 

Without these extreme measures, the key holders of power cannot escape the influences and 

forces of the power they have sought, use and distribute to a very select few fellow addicts.   

 

As we have said many a time, the true source of power and strength for all human souls, lies with 

the ability to receive it thus give it away voluntarily. In this way the majority of you have great 

dominance, for and from your ability to grant approval, show gratitude and give appreciation. 

These make bombs, bullets and bullies wilt like wax flowers under a desert sun. Or decrees, 

orders and commands. 

 

The powerful know the many would-be powerful, what lately has come to be called the Deep 

State where government officials are involved, are enticed by wealth, assets and authority. They 

will readily compromise principles when money and control are offered, as long as the 

compromised believe they will not be found out, not lose the wealth and money they will be 

given and not lose face. The truly powerful will threaten them with this regularly, to maintain 

control, obedience and performance. 

 

The true human power lies with you the majority, who have been effectively deceived to believe 

you are not the controlling majority.  

 

What drives a hired assassin to conduct such work? The money is not the hook which draws such 

a person to the magnet. The ultimate form of human perceived control is mistakenly seen in such 

horrible-to-humans acts, and in every case killers and the paymasters funding them discover 

upon their own deaths, how backwards this approach is. The human emotion of fear blinds them, 

they see but power over others and grow immediately addicted to the ability to inflict it, thus 

burying forever the inadequacy the sense in themselves. A rapist is an example yet far less 

pernicious. 

 

The sensation of inferiority in the controlling powers, the HCPs, is so deeply buried, s/he who 

has it denies it exists and in complete honesty, such person will calmly proclaim the true and 

polar opposite in any circumstance where their authority is challenged or threatened. Stone cold 

killer is a term applied to such a person, and this trait is seen in many a human dictator. The false 

image and mirage of calm, confident power are attractive to such degree it lures in many a 

human.  



 

You are all being raped at your invitation, as you are all deceived into issuing invitations to the 

attackers.  

 

It is an admired if despised process. An example is a woman thrilled and excited by the prospect 

of being with a bad boy for many activities she might not admit or discuss yet likes very much, 

yet such a seductively attractive, lustful person is also a man she cannot tolerate for more than 

small doses of interchange. This example emulates the strong pull, attraction and draw towards 

such long term undesirable but short term thrilling, captivating and seductive personal traits. 

 

These are the people among you who are controlling the operators, whose faces are shown to you 

often. You humans are being manipulated for the main reason that the true, hidden decision 

makers are getting a narcotic hit off the drug of power.  

 

The many of you are being told constantly, in great earnestness, of what you should do and what 

you cannot do to remain safe, secure and healthy.  

 

The economic retraction occurring is a life course plan for a great many of you, a majority of 

humans. Geophysical changes soon to come, which have already begun, will make the 

contractions of economic activity now happening seem like a quick and excessively brief warm-

up, but nevertheless will be of great benefit in the not so distant future along Earth's human 

timeline.  

 

Often have we discussed the types of events, effects and reasons yet always shooting to the 

surface comes the incessant human need for timing, names and locations.  

 

To spoil the benefit of the experience would be discussions of this, because doing so would 

compromise the human reactions to imminent changes.  

 

You incarnate to choose reactions. To learn which ones you might want to enact. Based on the 

benefits and detriments of each, against the circumstances and imminent expectations you have, 

both during and following the event for which a human reaction can be and you have chosen. 

 

Have gratitude to, appreciation for and most of compassion for the mental suffering the powerful 

shall feel, for they know not what withdrawal from their narcotic shall be. 

 

You are being manipulated; the lies are mixed in with many truths, accuracies and certainties and 

thus require some sifting to see clearly.  

 

Remember the Spanish influenza data of a century ago if you have not already seen it. Compare 

this with today, so that you can see the way in which humans transmitted this virus around the 

globe without knowing, the way the outbreak was not revealed well to either the residents of the 

region in which it began or other actions taken because of pride and face saving emotion 

outweighing loss of human life.  See clearly that human movement did the distribution and ever 

and always shifting changes, restrictions, arguments about medical treatments and drugs are 



designed to prolong the duration, increase the doubt and fear and enhance the money of the 

subcontractors and increase the perceived power of the hidden concealed players. 

 

They cannot resist doing so. Have compassion for them. 

 

Be well one and all."  

 


